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The evil spirit virtual shadow roared and roared. It seemed that the crazy sword in his hand would cut 

down in an instant and cut Ye Chen into two sections. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang is also infuriated by Ye Chen, and his momentum suddenly breaks out. 

His body seems to become a towering giant in an instant. 

 

Yangtianyang's mighty momentum swept out, awed the power of the sky, dominating the world, and 

the great power surging like a dead star. 

 

Yang Tianyang's eyes are like endless forest cold hell. He looks at Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

"It will be the most regretful thing for liudaozong to cultivate such a arrogant person as you!" 

 

Yangtianyang roared, and suddenly stretched out his hand. The power of destroying heaven and earth 

swept out. His palm seemed to hold the sun, the moon and the whole world in his hand, and he wanted 

to wipe out everything with great momentum. 

 

"Lord!" 

 

At this time, the big elder's face suddenly changed. If Yang Tianyang hands, ye Chen definitely has no 

chance to live. This is not possible. 

 

Hearing the big elder's cry, he looked up at the elder coldly, "what's the matter?" 

 

"Lord..." 

 



The elder looked at yangtianyang with a dignified face, and then again transmitted his voice. His voice 

sounded in yangtianyang's mind. 

 

"If you kill Ye Chen in person today, the whole yuehun area will think that Zhenyuan hall is not 

benevolent and unjust. Not only do you not cherish the old love for liudaozong, but even the patriarch 

bullies the younger generation. If this is spread out, the reputation of Zhenyuan hall will be completely 

destroyed." 

 

As soon as this word comes out, the cold light in Yang's eyes twinkles, and he is completely enraged by 

Ye Chen's arrogant words, but he has forgotten this stubble. 

 

Today's Zhenyuan hall is not the original Zhenyuan hall. At the beginning, Zhenyuan hall could barely 

survive with the support of the liudaozong. Now, Zhenyuan hall is the door of the whole moon soul 

region. 

 

Therefore, yangtianyang, as the patriarch of Zhenyuan hall, should take into account a lot in every move, 

and can no longer be arbitrary. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tian's face changes and his momentum suddenly disappears. He sits down again 

and looks at Ye Chen coldly. 

 

"I'm not going to fight with you today. The outside of the province said that I bullied the younger 

generation." 

 

"Where are my Zhenyuan hall disciples?" 

 

Yang Tianyang suddenly looks at a group of inner disciples in the temple of heaven and shouts angrily. 

 

"The disciple is here!" 

 

When all the inner disciples heard Yang Tianyang's orders, they suddenly roared and responded. 

 



"Who of you will take down this arrogant man?" 

 

Looking up at Ye Chen, Yang looks up at him with a cruel arc. 

 

Yang Tianyang is not ready to do it himself, but he wants to let the inner disciples of Zhenyuan hall kill Ye 

Chen. Ye Chen is just a mole ant in the six layers of heaven and God realm. Any inner disciple of 

Zhenyuan hall can easily crush Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, hearing yangtianyang's words, the inner disciples had already been extremely 

dissatisfied with Ye Chen's heart. At the moment, they were all excited. 

 

"Let me do it. I'm going to get rid of this rubbish and torture it to death!" 

 

"With one sword, I can wipe out the mole ants in the heaven God realm, and return the chief disciple of 

the six Taoism sect. I'm sorry, it's not as good as bullshit!" 

 

"Master, let me come. I will wipe out this shameless person for Zhenyuan hall with my own hands!" 

 

A group of inner disciples were angry, and they all wanted to kill Ye Chen with their own hands. 

 

After all, killing Ye Chen can not only make them out of their hearts, but also show their faces in front of 

so many peers, elders and even yangtianyang, and get the attention of the clan. This is a great good 

thing. 

 

To kill Ye Chen is an opportunity for many inner disciples to make great achievements. At the moment, 

they all want to get this opportunity. 

 

But at this time, a cold and indifferent voice suddenly rang out, "Lord, let me solve this arrogant man, I 

will make him into my beast soul eating lamp, let him suffer from the torture of beast bite for 

generations to come!" 

 



At this moment, a cold voice sounded, and a young man with a square face and dark gold armor came 

out. 

 

This is Zhenyuan Hall's top ten talents, if only on talent, only fengyusi! 

 

Seeing huabaomin appear, a group of Zhenyuan hall disciples shut their mouths. Huabaomin is only the 

second existence of fengyusi. They are full of admiration for huabaomin and dare not compete with 

huabaomin for the opportunity to kill Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, huabaomin holds a glass lamp in his hand, but in the lamp, the spirits of the beasts are 

roaring and roaring. They stare at Ye Chen, as if they are going to rush out of the lamp and devour Ye 

Chen. 

 

Huabaomin has extraordinary strength and has made countless achievements. All the fierce spirits in 

this beast eating lamp were killed by huabaomin himself. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Yangtianyang saw that huabaomin was willing to deal with Ye Chen, but he did not hesitate. He 

immediately agreed, "this arrogant person will be killed by your own hands!" 

 

Hearing this, Hua Baomin immediately looked at Ye Chen, and his indifferent eyes broke out into endless 

crazy killing at the moment, as if a fierce beast was enraged and killed with red eyes. 

 

"It's your honor to die in my hands!"Hua Baomin looks at Ye Chen and says coldly. 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, but pick eyebrow to look at the flower storm min, disdain a smile, "you are too 

weak, do not have any qualification to fight with me, or change a person to come." 

 



When he said this, the whole audience was in a state of uproar. Ye Chen was crazy and arrogant to the 

extreme. Hua Baomin was the top ten genius in Zhenyuan hall. He was young and had unlimited 

potential. Ye Chen was just a small celestial realm and could not even look up to huabaomin. 

 

But huabaomin was also in a rage at this time, and his endless ferocity broke out, just like an ancient 

giant beast coming, and the violent ferocity swept over him, and he wanted to crush Ye Chen directly. 

 

"Arrogant, I will kill you!" 

 

"Roar!" 

 

Hua Baomin's hand is a thunderbolt. The beast soul eating lamp in his hand suddenly sends out 

countless roars, and one fierce beast's soul bursts out endless heavenly power. He wants to frighten Ye 

Chen to death! 

 

At the same time, there is a bloody sword in huabaomin's hand. The blood on the sword is fresh and 

fresh. At the same time, there is a pungent smell of blood coming from the sword. It seems that he has 

just killed people. 

 

This is a weapon for huabaomin to kill tens of thousands of fierce animals. After huabaomin has killed 

tens of thousands of fierce animals, this sword even breeds the fierce power of destroying the heaven 

and earth, which can pierce the heaven and earth and penetrate the whole world. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen in the face of the flower storm, this thunderbolt, is pale, motionless. 

 

Seeing this scene, all the people in Zhenyuan hall in Tiansheng hall showed sarcasm one after another. 

They thought that ye Chen had been frightened by Hua Baomin's sword, and did not even have the 

courage to fight back. 

 

"It's really stupid to say that elder martial brother Hua is not qualified. Ye Chen is so arrogant." 

 

"Now is the time for him to pay the price. As soon as elder martial brother Hua makes a move, not to 

mention Ye Chen, I'm afraid even the two elders of the six path sect can't bear it." 
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"Well, this damned arrogant is going to die at last!" 

 

All the disciples of Zhenyuan hall sneered, and the two elders of Gaolin were also livid at the moment. 

They also believed that ye Chen was not Hua Baomin's opponent. 

 

After all, even if ye Chen's talent is strong and his blood is against the sky, he is just a martial artist in the 

heaven God realm. How can he defeat Hua Baomin, who is only inferior to Feng Yusi, a girl of heaven's 

pride? 

 

When Gao Lin and ye Chen are in despair, Hua Baomin has already arrived in front of Ye Chen with a 

murderous sword. 

 

Seeing that the murderous sword would hit Ye Chen, ye Chen suddenly glared at Hua Baomin. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, a divine awn that destroys the heaven and the earth breaks out. This divine awn 

contains endless power of spirits. The magnificent power of silencing the starry sky is swept out in an 

instant. Hua Baomin's eyes flash with a touch of horror, while his sword of killing heaven has been 

shattered. 

 

"This kind of rubbish deserves to fight with me?" 

 

Ye Chen said coldly, Sha sword hand, the destruction of Shinto broke out, the majestic power swept, as 

if the sun and moon in this moment are going to overturn, the world will sink! 

 

"Boom 

 



The power of destruction swept through the sky, and Hua Baomin's eyes flashed with a touch of fright. 

Under his fear, he suddenly raised the beast soul eating lamp in his hand and blocked it in front of him. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

In the next second, there is no obstacle to the lamp, and it is directly chopped by the evil sword. At this 

moment, the souls of countless fierce beasts cry and beg, and the next moment is directly wiped out. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The evil sword pierced huabaomin's chest, and the power of destruction poured into his body. 

Huabaomin's face turned pale, and his mouth spat out blood. 

 

"Help me!" 

 

Huabaomin smashed the huge pillar of the temple of heaven, and suddenly fell into a piece of rubble. At 

the moment, his voice of despair was heard. 

 

"My son!" 

 

Hearing Hua Baomin's cry for help, an elder in green sitting above the temple of heaven suddenly 

changed his face and rushed out in an instant. 

 

In an instant, the elder in green rushed into the rubble and pulled huabaomin out. However, he saw that 

huabaomin was full of terrible and violent destructive power. The next second huabaomin was about to 

explode and die. 

 

"What a cruel means!" 

 

At the same time, the elder in Qingyi slapped huabaomin's hand. The great power poured into 

huabaomin's body, driving out the destructive power in an instant, which saved huabaomin's life. 

 



Nevertheless, Hua Baomin was dying, and his eyes were full of despair. 

 

Strong shot, but ye Chen almost killed a sword, flower storm min's confidence has been completely 

broken by Ye Chen. 

 

It can be said that Hua Baomin was a genius in the past, but after his self-confidence was broken by Ye 

Chen, it was very difficult for him to achieve anything, because no matter how powerful he was, his 

mind would be full of fear for ye Chen. Ye Chen has become his heart demon. If ye Chen is not removed, 

he will never have a head in his life. 

 

Ye Chen's move is simply to completely abolish huabaomin, and also to make Hua Baomin's father, the 

green clothes elder, completely crazy. 

 

At the moment, the master of the temple of heaven and flower can't shake, and he is the master of the 

third heaven. 

 

Seeing that ye Chen almost killed Hua Baomin with a sword, the two elders of Gaolin were also 

completely stupid. They were not only shocked by Ye Chen's rebellion, but also frightened because Hua 

could not. 

 

Flower can not reach the level of nine layers of sky, far from the two of them can resist. At the moment, 

ye Chen's attack is so cruel that Hua can't let Ye Chen go. 

 

"It's over 

 

In the minds of the two elders of Gaolin, such an idea arose at the same time. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are so cruel and cruel. If I keep you today, it will be a disaster to the world!" 

 

At the moment, the flower can't look at Ye Chen and shouts in fury. 

 

"I'm cruel?" 



 

When ye Chen heard this, he sneered and said with a sneer, "your son is going to kill me, but I can't kill 

him. Is this the truth of your town Yuan Temple?" 

 

As soon as this word comes out, the flower can't tone a stagnation, the next moment more angry, crazy 

eyes surging, know that he can't say ye Chen, but suddenly. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Hua can't stab out with a sharp sword. He wants to kill Ye Chen, give a bad breath to huabaomin, and at 

the same time break huabaomin's demons. Otherwise, huabaomin can't do anything in his life. 

 

Hua can't use this sword. The terror is extreme. The cold light on the tip of the sword flickers. It seems 

that there is a boundless hell rolling in the cold awn. Countless evil spirits roar and Shura roar. 

 

The power of a sword can extinguish the starry sky, and the boundless air of Hongmeng is surging 

through the sky. It seems that it is coming from countless eras. 

 

Seeing this sword, all the elders and disciples in the temple of heaven are shocked. Hua can't be 

stronger, and even is about to catch up with the elder. 

 

At this time, the two elders of Gaolin also looked at this scene in despair and felt the ferocity of Hua 

can't. They knew that even they couldn't stop Hua's sword. If they tried to help Ye Chen, they would be 

killed by one sword."Well, all this is your destiny." 

 

Two elders of Gaolin look at Ye Chen and sigh indifferently in their hearts. 

 

At this critical juncture, everyone thought that ye Chen would die, but a cold light burst out. The cold 

light burst out endlessly, and the momentum was even more magnificent than that of Hua can't. 

 

"Boom 

 



The cold light collided with the long sword of Hua can't. in an instant, the violent and incomparable 

impact swept across the temple of heaven. Seeing this scene, even Yang Tianyang's eyes flashed with a 

touch of horror. 

 

"Get in my way!" 

 

Yang Tianyang rushed out and wrapped up the whole temple of heaven to block the violent impact. 

However, all the people in the temple were scattered by the impact. Even some disciples were seriously 

injured and fell unconscious after spitting blood. 

 

At this moment, Hua couldn't raise his head abruptly and looked at the elder Lu Tianli not far away. His 

face was ferocious. 

 

"Why did you stop me?" 

 

Hua can't be very angry. He can't think of it. Lu Tianling would stop him and save Ye Chen, a very 

arrogant bastard. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang is also coldly looking at LV tianshai. He has found out that it is wrong. LV 

Tianli helps Ye Chen speak at the beginning, which is very strange. 

 

At this time, Lu Tianlao is cold looking at the flowers can not, the tone of senhan said. 

 

"Are you crazy?" 

 

As soon as this was said, the temple of heaven suddenly quieted down, and everyone's eyes were fixed 

on LV tianshai. I don't know what LV Tianlao said. 

 

"What do you mean?" 

 

Hua can't look at LV Tianli coldly. Obviously, if LV Tianli doesn't give him a reasonable explanation, even 

if he is not his opponent, he will never die! 



 

But at the moment, Lu Tianlao was disappointed and shook his head, "you are so stupid. If you are an 

elder, what will the outside world think of my Zhenyuan hall? Do you want to shame me?" 
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As soon as this was said, the faces of the people in the temple of heaven changed, and they were also 

aware of the seriousness of what LV Tianli said. 

 

He only looked up to Tianyang, but he gazed at LV Tiansha, and his eyes flashed a touch of profundity. 

 

At this time, the temple was silent again, but the whole voice fell into silence. 

 

"Lord Yang, from the moment I stepped into the southern holy city, your Zhenyuan hall has been making 

trouble for me everywhere. Can you tell me what this means?" 

 

As soon as this word came out, people in Zhenyuan hall changed their faces slightly. They knew what 

they had done, but they didn't expect Ye Chen to dare to say it. 

 

"Lord Yang, from the moment of the decline of liudaozong, you Zhenyuan hall tried every means to 

humiliate liudaozong. Could you tell me? What does that mean? " 

 

Ye Chen finished the second sentence, Yang Tianyang's face was gloomy as water, staring at Ye Chen, 

eyes full of endless killing. 

 

Zhenyuan hall was ashamed to be supported by the liudaozong, so they tried to humiliate liudaozong all 

the time. But they also knew that it was ungrateful behavior, so they were most taboo for someone to 

mention it. At the moment, ye Chen said it so clearly, which made them completely angry. 

 

"Ha ha." 

 



Looking at Yang Tianyang does not speak, ye Chen is suddenly sneer, then said: "since you don't say, 

then I say for you!" 

 

"Liudaozong has supported you for many years, but I didn't expect that your Zhenyuan hall would rise 

up. You should be extremely humiliated to your old friends. Zhenyuan hall is ungrateful, shameless, and 

unfaithful, regardless of the ancestral friendship!" 

 

"You Zhen Yuan Temple is disloyal, shameless and ignorant! What kind of martial arts 

 

As soon as ye Chen said this, a needle fell from the whole Zhenyuan hall, which was deafening. At this 

time, many people were staring at Ye Chen with gloomy faces, and their eyes were filled with endless 

murderous intent. 

 

Some of them were awakened by Ye Chen's words, and some of them opposed the unfriendly attitude 

of Zhenyuan temple to liudaozong from the very beginning. 

 

However, they have no way to change Yang Tianyang's idea. At this moment, ye Chen makes it clear that 

all of this makes them feel very embarrassed. 

 

At this moment, Yang Tianyang stares at Ye Chen. He is speechless by Ye Chen. What ye Chen says is 

true, and he can't refute it. 

 

"Sharp toothed little devil! You dare to slander me 

 

Yangtianyang's intention to kill broke out at the moment, and he was so angry with Ye Chen that ye 

Chen not only offended the statue of the patron saint, but also ignored him. He talked wildly and even 

revealed everything he was most taboo with. 

 

What's more, ye Chen's talent also makes Yang Tianyang feel frightened and even shocked. Ye Chen's 

strength in the six layers of heaven's divine realm can almost kill huabaomin with one sword. What a 

terrible blood gift. 

 



If ye Chen is allowed to grow up, be ungrateful and humiliate the Zhenyuan Hall of liudaozong, he will 

definitely suffer unimaginable disasters. Yang Tianyang dare not let Ye Chen grow up, he should seize 

the opportunity to erase Ye Chen in advance. 

 

When Yang Tianyang's killing intention breaks out, the elder LV Tiansha's face changes dramatically. He 

can prevent Hua from killing Ye Chen, but he can't stop Yang Tianyang. 

 

Moreover, Yang Tianyang, who is now ready to kill, may not be able to listen to LV tianshai's persuasion. 

Ye Chen is dead. 

 

"You boy, I've helped you so much, but I'm willing to die!" 

 

Lu Tianlao looks at Ye Chen, which means that he hates iron but does not become steel. He originally 

saw Ye Chen's extraordinary talent and wanted to help him sell his personal feelings. However, he didn't 

expect that ye Chen would spare no effort and he had no way out. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen also noticed the eyes of LV Tianlao. He noticed that LV Tianlao seemed to help 

himself everywhere. 

 

As the great elder of Zhenyuan hall, LV Tianlao always maintains Ye Chen, which is very strange. Ye Chen 

also vaguely guesses that this may be related to Junmo. 

 

And at this time, Yang Tianyang is about to wipe out Ye Chen, a beautiful figure is flying away, coldly 

looking at Ye Chen. 

 

"Patriarch, ye Chen is extremely arrogant and insults the reputation of Zhenyuan hall, but such a guy is 

not worth your help. It's up to the disciples to understand him!" 

 

The voice sounded like a oriole, but the words contained endless Xiao Sha Qi. At this moment, 

everyone's eyes in the temple of heaven were locked on this beautiful figure. 

 

This figure is extremely beautiful. It is not like a human being, but like a God. There is no defect. It is 

pure and holy. 



 

And this person is the first day of Zhenyuan palace, the holy daughter fengyusi! 

 

At this moment, Yang Tianyang sees that Feng Yusi wants to challenge Ye Chen, and his eyes are slightly 

narrowed. He realizes that ye Chen's talent is not vulgar. 

 

However, Yang Tianyang is more confident in fengyusi. He has witnessed the growth of fengyusi step by 

step. He knows that the holy daughter of his family has such a strong talent. Fengyusi can grow into an 

overseas peak! 

 

"Well, in that case, it's up to you." 

 

Yangtian Yang mouth hook up a cold radian, dead staring at Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, fengyusi is stepping out step by step. Her graceful body is wrapped by exquisite white 

yarn, which makes her look more and more elegant, just like a fairy."Ye Chen!" 

 

Feng Yusi looked at Ye Chen and suddenly said, "you are the chief disciple of the six Taoism sect, and I 

am the chief disciple of Zhenyuan hall. Do you dare to fight with me today?" 

 

This is a battle between the two clans. Ye Chen's performance has been recognized by all. Even though 

ye Chen is extremely arrogant, ye Chen's strength is really good. Even Hua Baomin is severely damaged 

by Ye Chen's sword. People present will not despise ye Chen any more. 

 

Looking at Feng Yu Si's cold face, ye Chen is eyebrow tiny pick, "how dare you?" 

 

"Good!" 

 

Fengyusi's fighting spirit suddenly broke out and rose into the sky, sweeping the whole temple of 

heaven. Everyone felt the fighting intention of fengyusi, which shocked the sky, and his face could not 

help but be awed. 

 



"Ye Chen, if you lose, I want you to kneel down outside Tiansheng hall forever and be a watchdog of 

Zhenyuan hall forever!" 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen Lengran a smile, "that if you lose?" 

 

"I can't lose!" 

 

Feng Yusi is boiling with war spirit and looks at Ye Chen confidently. 

 

Hearing this, all the people in the temple of heaven nodded slightly. Fengyusi was the real proud 

daughter of heaven, which made Zhenyuan hall feel extremely proud of its existence. Fengyusi was 

indeed worthy of this invincible belief. 

 

At the moment, the two elders of Gaolin frown. Ye Chen's ability to defeat Hua Baomin really makes 

them feel incredible and endless surprise, but it doesn't mean ye Chen is Feng Yusi's opponent. 

 

Fengyusi is the top three talents in Zhenyuan hall for so many years. She is well-known in the whole 

yuehun area. Under this reputation, fengyusi is definitely more terrible than huabaomin. 
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But at this time, ye Chen was disdainful to smile, glanced at Feng Yu Si's exquisite figure, and said, "if you 

lose, you will obey me from now on!" 

 

Hearing this, Feng Yusi's eyes suddenly cold, staring at Ye Chen. She thinks Ye Chen means something. If 

she loses, she wants to be ye Chen's woman. 

 

"Well, what a waste of time." 

 

Feng Yu Si cold voice said, and then without hesitation agreed to come down, "I promise you, but with 

you, is not my opponent at all." 



 

"You look too high on yourself." 

 

Ye Chen looks at Feng Yusi with indifference. 

 

At this moment, yangtianyang suddenly stretched out his hand, and the magnificent force directly 

moved Ye Chen Errenzhuan out of the temple of heaven. 

 

"This day, the temple is not a place for you to fight. Go to the center of the southern holy city." 

 

The next moment, ye Chen and ye Chen were transported to the center of the southern holy city, which 

is the gate of the main hall of Zhenyuan hall. 

 

On one side of the two is the statue of the patron saint of the South holy city, and the crowd around 

them is full of people watching the excitement. They all heard the words of Yang Tianyang. 

 

Yang Tianyang's move is to spread the battle between Ye Chen and Feng Yusi throughout the whole 

moon soul region, so that everyone can see how Feng Yusi crushed Ye Chen, showing the power of 

Zhenyuan hall and Feng Yusi's top talent! 

 

Yang Tianyang wants to take this opportunity to build momentum for fengyusi. He is extremely 

arrogant. He must build momentum and let the world know that fengyusi is strong. This not only paves 

the way for fengyusi, but also makes the Zhenyuan palace popular. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen can see through Yang Tianyang's mind, and Gao Lin's two elders' faces are also 

ugly. 

 

If ye Chen loses this battle, it will not only be the scenery of Zhenyuan temple, but also the disgrace of 

liudaozong. The whole liudaozong will become a laughing stock. 

 

People will laugh at Ye Chen's overstepping ability and the decline of the liudaozong, which the two 

elders of Gaolin absolutely do not want to see. 



 

Yangtianyang at the moment, will ye Chen and fengyusi war, told the whole South holy city, at the 

moment more and more people rushed here, Junmo also learned the news. 

 

At this moment, Junmo with a group of friends came to the center of the South holy city, and then saw 

Ye Chen and Feng Yusi surrounded by people, and his face was not hard to see. 

 

"The elder 

 

Jun Mo saw this scene, can not help gnashing teeth, in his view, the elder is afraid not to help Ye Chen 

speak, otherwise how can things develop to this step. 

 

And at this moment, the two elders of Gaolin also came to Ye Chen and said, "Ye Chen, you are not the 

opponent of fengyusi. Don't fight with her." 

 

"It's no big deal if you kneel down and kowtow. The road of genius is always full of twists and turns. 

Compromise Ye Chen." 

 

Gao Lin two elders painstakingly looking at Ye Chen, Jun Mo also rushed to come over. 

 

"Ye Chen, you can't fight Feng Yusi. This woman is not a human being." 

 

Jun Mo face incomparably dignified, full of fear swept a phoenix rain thought. 

 

"Oh? What's the matter with her? " 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, but smile to see to Jun Mo, look relaxed incomparably. 

 

"Fengyusi is domineering in means and superb in technique. She is a natural holy body. If she uses any 

skill, she can explode several times her power!" 

 



Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen does not think of the appearance, not from anxious say. 

 

"This woman's leapfrog fighting ability is extremely terrible, even stronger than you. You can't 

underestimate her. Listen to me. Give up." 

 

"No way." 

 

Ye Chen looks calm and invincible. He pushes Junmo and elder Gaolin away. 

 

"I can't lose this battle. You don't have to talk about it." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are indifferent to Feng Yusi, and Feng Yusi is also looking at Ye Chen at the moment. In 

their eyes, there is an endless sense of war, which seems to turn into a series of lightning, and collide 

and roar in the void. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, there was a shock from the sky, and huge runes came down from the sky. 

 

These runes are rotating, emitting a magnificent and magnificent divine awn. One by one, they are 

connected to form a huge array and emit tremendous power. 

 

At the same time, a huge brick and stone arena will emerge and form a huge stone arena. 

 

This is Yang Tianyang's method. He uses his great force against the sky to form a powerful and powerful 

array, as well as a grand and majestic arena to set up a venue for ye Chen's battle. 

 

At the moment, looking at the two people above the challenge arena, the whole South holy city people 

are boiling, all people gathered here, pointing to Ye Chen. 

 



People all know that fengyusi is the first day of Zhenyuan palace. Ye Chen has never seen her. For a 

moment, they speculated about the holiness of Ye Chen and could fight against such a genius as Feng 

Yusi. 

 

At this time, some people who knew Ye Chen's identity were all looking strange. Some even said 

sarcastically: "this ye Chen is only the chief disciple of the six Taoism sect. He is the strength of the six 

layers of heaven and God state. He has the courage to fight with Feng Yusi.""What?" Hearing this, 

people were shocked. 

 

"The chief disciple of liudaozong has only heaven and God realm? Has the liudaozong declined to such 

an extent? " 

 

"It's just heaven and God. How dare you fight against fengyusi? Is this man looking for death?" 

 

"Since ye Chen has the courage to fight fengyusi, I'm afraid he is not an ordinary person." 

 

At this moment, people are talking, but ye Chen and Feng Yusi stand on the challenge arena, but their 

faces are indifferent, and they are not affected by these external factors. 

 

"Ye Chen, you will pay for your arrogance!" 

 

At the moment, Feng Yusi looks at Ye Chen and says abruptly. 

 

"Yes? I think it's Zhenyuan hall that will pay for its ingratitude, right? " 

 

Ye Chen hears speech sneer, and Feng Yu Si hears this, but the eye is Sen cold, burst up to hand. 

 

"Sky Phoenix falling cloud chop!" 

 

Feng Yusi suddenly cut out with a sword, and a phoenix shadow appeared behind her. The majestic 

power swept over her, and the fierce power rolled down. 

 



A forest of cold sword light, as if through the ages, suddenly burst to kill. 

 

Ye Chen saw this scene, his face slightly changed, Feng Yusi's state is not exaggerated, but the power of 

the explosion has reached an amazing level, extremely vulgar. 

 

"This woman has a strong ability to jump over the level." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are cold, knowing that what Jun Mo said is not empty, his eyes are not solemn. 

 

"Tianlong eight gods sound!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, Hongmeng notes swept out, blocking in front of the sword light. 

 

At the next moment, Hongmeng notes collide with the sword light, and the impact of destroying heaven 

and earth sweeps through. However, Hongmeng notes are suddenly broken. Although the edge of 

sword light is reduced, it still blows towards Ye Chen. 

 

"It's not easy." 

 

Ye Chen's eyebrows are slightly raised, and the Buddha's light is reflected all over his body. The Dharma 

is displayed from the dead sky. The boundary of Buddha's light is grand and grand, just like an ancient 

Buddha. Ye Chen is in the boundary, and his eyes are cold. 

 

The sword of senhan is cut above the boundary of Buddha light. The void seems to collapse at this 

moment, and the sky seems to break at this moment. Finally, the boundary between senhan sword and 

Buddha light is broken at the same time. 
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"The boy has good strength and can block Feng Yusi's sword." 



 

"Hehe, it's just a sword to block. Feng Yusi doesn't use all his strength, but he may not be able to do it." 

 

"Ye Chen is not worthy to be the opponent of Feng Xianzi. He will be defeated without three moves!" 

 

At this moment, all the onlookers in the southern holy city are eager to discuss it. 

 

On the challenge arena, the battle between the two became more and more terrible. The majestic 

magic weapons and swords constantly collided, and the terrible impact swept the four sides, and the sky 

exploded. If there were no array and arena arranged by yangtianyang to limit their strength, the 

southern holy city would be damaged by the terrible impact. 

 

During the battle, Feng Yusi's magic skills are continuous, as if she doesn't need aura to use them. She 

bombards Ye Chen. At the same time, the power of her magical skills has been improved several times. 

 

Under such circumstances, ye Chen was beaten back and forth, but his eyes were extremely indifferent. 

Feng Yusi's strength was good, and he was indeed as Jun Mo said. He was born with holy body, and his 

magic skills were extremely relaxed and his power was enhanced. 

 

However, ye Chen is not afraid of this, the reason why he has been passive defense, back and forth, is 

just looking for fengyusi's flaws. 

 

Every time Feng Yusi uses his magic skills, there will be short-term flaws. However, such flaws are only 

for a moment, and ye Chen is waiting for an opportunity. 

 

At the same time, Feng Yusi looks at Ye Chen, and her eyes are getting colder and colder. She is so 

powerful and domineering that she keeps retreating, but she has not hurt Ye Chen, and even ye Chen 

seems to be at ease. This makes her angry. 

 

"You only return! What about your arrogance, you cowardly rat 

 

Feng Yusi's murderous spirit breaks out in her eyes. She doesn't want to delay any more. Such a battle is 

meaningless. She wants to kill Ye Chen with one move! 



 

"Phoenix kills forever!" 

 

Feng Yusi roared, and her momentum suddenly climbed to the extreme. At this moment, the sky 

collapsed and the endless thunder fell. 

 

The powerful array set up by Yang Tianyang shakes up this time. Feng Yusi is like the incarnation of a 

Phoenix, and her whole body is full of endless red light. The fierce heat wave sweeps all over the place, 

and a golden flame diffuses from Feng Yusi's body. 

 

The next moment, the golden flame condenses on the sky, and even condenses into a golden spear with 

constant sounds. The spear seems to have penetrated through the ages, and is filled with the majestic 

and majestic killing intention. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Feng Yusi roared, suddenly urged the golden spear to shoot at Ye Chen. 

 

But at this moment, ye Chen changed his normal state and no longer retreated to defend himself. He 

suddenly burst out and turned into a streamer, which instantly appeared in front of Feng Yusi. 

 

"You 

 

Seeing this scene, Feng Yusi's eyes flashed a touch of horror, she didn't expect Ye Chen's speed to be so 

fast. 

 

"Extinguish the golden light, destroy the Shinto, devour the soul, burst out!" 

 

In the face of the frightened Feng Yusi, ye Chen draws a radian from the corner of his mouth, and the 

evil sword in his hand bursts out endless killing intention, and suddenly stabs Feng Yusi. 

 



The God of destruction broke out, and the power of destruction came forth in an instant, as if to destroy 

the heavens and the ages. He felt the horror of the destructive power, and even the spirits were 

suppressed. Feng Yusi was shocked and his face changed greatly. 

 

Feng Yusi is acutely aware that ye Chen's sword at the moment has the same breath as that of the sword 

that huabaomin was severely damaged before. Obviously, the power of this sword is not trivial. If she 

resists, she will surely end up with the same fate as Hua Baomin. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Feng Yusi's eyes flashed a ferocious anger, the golden spear on the sky suddenly burst, and her face was 

pale in an instant. 

 

At this moment of life and death, Feng Yusi broke his hand and, regardless of the counterattack brought 

by the golden spear, gave up the magic power that was intended to directly kill Ye Chen, and changed 

hands to deal with Ye Chen's terrible sword. 

 

"Zhenyuan Shenghua Guang!" 

 

Feng Yusi looks pale and stares at Ye Chen. The murderous spirit in her eyes is surging wildly. However, 

her palm is extremely quick to pinch and move at this moment. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

A holy spirit is vast, and the barrier of great light suddenly appears in front of fengyusi, showing an 

indestructible power. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also holds the Sha sword to explode, Sha sword erupts the senhan sword 

awn, instantly destroys this barrier. 

 

"Holy heart sky crack roar!" 

 



When the light barrier was broken, Feng Yusi suddenly roared, and the endless impact swept out of her 

mouth, aiming at Ye Chen. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The cold light and impact of the Sha sword collided, and the supreme power exploded at this moment, 

silencing the starry sky and sweeping the world. 

 

Ye Chen and Feng Yusi fly backward almost at the same time. They collide with the array created by 

Yang Tianyang and fall into the challenge arena. 

 

"Cough..." 

 

Feng Yusi spills a trace of blood from the corner of his mouth, slowly stands up from the ground, holding 

a long sword with cold light, and looks at Ye Chen with boiling killing intention. 

 

On the other side, ye Chen's breath in his body vibrates endlessly, and he also suffers a lot of injuries, 

but he doesn't show it. Instead, he has a cool arc around his mouth and points his sword at Feng 

Yusi."I'm not going back. Are you eating well?" 

 

As soon as this word comes out, Feng Yusi's eyelids tremble, and he would like to kill Ye Chen directly. 

However, he looks at Ye Chen cautiously. 

 

Previously, Feng Yusi believed that she would be able to crush Ye Chen easily. However, she did not 

expect Ye Chen to have such a strong strength, and the time of her attack was cruel. She saw that she 

had sufficient combat experience and even surpassed many elders in Zhenyuan hall. 

 

Fengyusi is a lovely girl of the sky. She is very arrogant, but she is not a fool. At this moment, she has 

realized Ye Chen's extraordinary and has become extremely cautious. 

 

"Hum, I admit that you have some skills, but if this is your arrogance to my town Yuan hall, then you are 

wrong!" 

 



At the moment, Feng Yusi's eyes flashed wildly. On her body, there was a vast breath flowing, as if it was 

the ancient breath, vicissitudes and profound. 

 

At the next moment, gold flames sprang up out of thin air, and mysterious and complicated runes were 

gathered around fengyusi. 

 

These runes contain the information of the supreme rules, the vast power of heaven and earth. When 

the onlookers saw the runes, they felt headache and wanted to crack, so they quickly looked away. 

 

When ye Chen looks at these runes, he is also looking at them. He realizes the dangerous breath and 

spreads out from Feng Yusi. 

 

Feng Yusi's momentum ascended to the extreme, magnificent, as if to suppress the sky, to control the 

world, imposing momentum, incomparable power, as if the supreme existence. 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi suddenly stretched out her finger, looked at the mysterious runes circulating 

around her, and gave a light rebuke. 

 

"Phoenix proud forever, Tianfeng holy body! Wake up 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, these mysterious runes even shot at fengyusi one after another. The runes, burning a 

majestic golden flame, directly penetrated into fengyusi's pores and melted into her limbs. 

Chapter 3716 

 

 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi's momentum rose again, and infinite power emerged from her body. She 

gazed at Ye Chen's cold eyes, which turned into gold at this moment, and the divine awn was bright, 

overflowing with endless divine power. 

 



"It is said that fengyusi is the sacred body of Tianfeng in ancient times. I didn't expect that it was true. 

No wonder her talent was so rebellious!" 

 

"She is worthy of being the saint of Zhenyuan hall. She is really extraordinary. Ye Chen dares to 

challenge Feng Yusi, which is completely self seeking." 

 

"The Phoenix fairy is extremely gifted and wants to be a figure of supreme existence. A clown like Ye 

Chen deserves to be a negligible stepping stone on the way forward of Phoenix fairy." 

 

At the moment, a voice eager to ring, this moment all people are optimistic about fengyusi. 

 

Even the two elders, lianjunmo and Gaolin, are looking at this scene with dignified faces, and are 

shocked by the invincible momentum shown by fengyusi. 

 

"How can ye Chen be her opponent in such a fengyusi..." 

 

Jun Mo's heart flashed a touch of despair, he didn't want Ye Chen to have an accident, but ye Chen 

insisted on fighting. 

 

At this moment, fengyusi's whole body emerges an endless majestic golden awn, and behind her looms 

a phoenix shadow that is above the sky. 

 

Fengyusi awakens the phoenix ancient style, and actually improves its strength again. 

 

Such fengyusi is more powerful than some elders in Zhenyuan hall, which is shocking. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are also dignified at this moment, and Feng Yusi's bright golden eyes look at each other, 

and ye Chen's momentum becomes more and more violent. 

 

"Tianfeng holy body." 

 



The corner of Ye Chen's mouth curls up, and Feng Yusi is really extraordinary. The outbreak of such 

power makes him feel palpitating. But what he is most afraid of is fighting. The stronger the opponent is, 

the more excited he is, and the more exciting the fighting factors in his body will boil! 

 

"Ye Chen, you will kneel down in front of Tiansheng hall forever and be a loyal dog of Zhenyuan hall!" 

 

Feng Yusi's tone at the moment seems cold and has no feelings. She awakens Tianfeng's holy body, as if 

she has become a god standing high above, coldly looking at Ye Chen. 

 

"Split sky you holy sword!" 

 

Feng Yusi is hanging in the air, holding a long sword and exploding. At this moment, the long sword in 

her hand burns with flames. This is the flame of the Phoenix, the majestic holy fire, which can melt 

everything in the world! 

 

"Boom 

 

Fengyusi's sword is so powerful that it seems to overturn the sun and the moon and split the world. 

 

Seeing this sword, all the onlookers felt creepy, even stiff limbs. If the sword was cut at them, they 

would surely die! 

 

This sword is too terrible, at the moment Ye Chen looks more and more heavy, the momentum of his 

body continues to condense, and his invincible faith converges in his heart. 

 

And his ear, suddenly sounded xuanhanyu's voice! 

 

"Ye Chen, do as I say!" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one Xi, Xuan Han Yu hands! 

 



The corner of his mouth was full of a smile and pointed his sword at Feng Yusi? With such a move? " 

 

Ye Chen laughs coldly, and the power of the spirit surges. The power of the spirit pours into his body. Ye 

Chen's momentum suddenly rises. On him, he even condenses the armor of the spirit. The armor is 

indestructible and can't be broken. 

 

The armor is the most hard existence in the world. The Sha sword in Ye Chen's hand is also wrapped by 

the power of the spirit, and the power of the spirit flows into the sword. 

 

"Now you are worthy of my sword!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were full of light. According to xuanhanyu, he combined the power of the spirit with the 

spirit of destruction. He successfully realized that the sword had not yet had a chance to use. Now is the 

time to use it! 

 

"Soul killing sword!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart and stabs with a sword. The power of the spirit rushes into the evil sword 

wildly. The fusion of the power of destroying Shinto and the power of spirit shows the terrible power of 

killing everything. 

 

At this moment, fengyusi, holding a long sword burning with fire, explodes to kill. The evil sword goes 

straight up. The next moment, the power of spirit collides with the flame of Phoenix. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, the sky changes color, the sun and the moon overturn, and all the heaven and earth 

seem to sink and die under this sword. Terrible power erupts. Even the large array arranged by the sky 

sun is trembling and about to be broken. 

 

The ring at the foot of the ring burst, and the whole southern holy city fell into this mighty power. The 

power of the spirit was awe inspiring, and the Phoenix flame melted everything. 

 



The onlookers in the southern holy city felt as if they were trapped in a boundless purgatory, the spirit 

and the body would be melted away, and a touch of horror rose in everyone's heart. 

 

At the center of the battle, ye Chen and Feng Yusi feel the terrible power from each other. 

 

The power of the spirit is mysterious and mysterious. It directly crosses the sword of fengyusi, and the 

fiery flame of Phoenix comes to Feng Yusi's mind. Feng Yusi's headache is splitting, as if the whole 

person is going to blow it up. 

 

And ye Chen was also enveloped by the Phoenix flame, which swept up like a parasite and surrounded 

Ye Chen.At this moment, ye Chen and Feng Yusi are in endless pain at the same time. The terrible 

impact of destroying the heaven and earth breaks out in the center of the long sword collision, and the 

killing breath of the dead star sky emerges. 

 

Ye Chen and ye Chen fly out at the same time. Feng Yusi holds his head and condenses all forces to 

suppress the spirit in his mind. 

 

And ye Chen's body swept out of the endless destruction Shinto, the power of destruction swept out, 

collided with the Phoenix flame, and constantly eliminated the Phoenix flame. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The two people hit the big array, leaving each other with extremely terrible injuries. The golden light on 

Feng Yusi's body has become dim, and her eyes are still looking at Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen also raised his head at the moment, and his breath was somewhat dispirited. Although he 

wiped out the flame of the Phoenix, he also consumed a huge amount of energy, and was seriously 

injured. 

 

At this moment, everyone was shocked. No one could have thought that fengyusi, who was so powerful 

and invincible, would fight with Ye Chen in such a situation. 

 



everyone is optimistic about Feng Yu Si *, and thinks that Feng Yu Si can easily crush leaf Chen, and leaf 

Chen like an insect trampled underfoot, easily kill. 

 

However, the result is not what we think. Ye Chen's shocking power has broken out again and again. It's 

just a god state. He can be so powerful that it is invincible against the heaven. 

 

At this moment, even some people begin to expect Ye Chen to create miracles and defeat Feng Yusi. 

People always want to see that impossible becomes possible. 

 

Junmo and Gaolin, the two elders, are also full of intense light at the moment. They are not optimistic 

about ye Chen, but ye Chen has proved with his own strength that he is worthy of being valued. 

 

"I'll kill you!" 

 

Feng Yusi's eyes were boiling with killing intention. For the first time, she was so embarrassed. She was 

still hurt by a realm far lower than herself, but ye Chen of the heaven God realm hurt her to this extent, 

which made her feel extremely ashamed. 

Chapter 3717 

 

 

 

Since her birth, Feng Yusi has always been in the wind and water, no matter what kind of enemy can 

easily crush in front of her, which makes her cultivate an invincible belief, but at the moment Ye Chen 

makes her heart produce fear, even creepy. 

 

Ye Chen is only the six layers of heaven, which can force her to such a degree. If ye Chen is stronger, if ye 

Chen is to mend the sky, I am afraid that she will die today. She will not allow anyone who is more 

abnormal than her natural blood. 

 

"I am the strongest, I am the peerless Tianjiao, you are just a mole ant!" 

 

Feng Yusi's mind at the moment has been affected by anger, her eyes have been filled with killing 

intention, now she has only one idea, that is to kill Ye Chen. 



 

Looking at the crazy fengyusi, ye Chen's mouth is a slight arc. He comes out of the sea of corpses and 

blood, and kills out of the endless battle. 

 

Different from Feng Yusi who had a good journey, ye Chen experienced too much. He also had an 

invincible belief, but his belief was far beyond Feng Yusi. 

 

Ye Chen's faith is forged from endless suffering, is firm to indestructible, is truly invincible, no one can 

let Ye Chen's belief collapse, unless it is Ye Chen himself! 

 

But in front of her eyes, although Feng Yusi's killing intention is majestic, her injury is also extremely 

serious, no more relaxed than ye Chen. 

 

What's more, fengyusi is confused by anger and killing. She lacks sense and is basically impossible to be 

ye Chen's opponent. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang's eyes twinkle. He is also shocked by Ye Chen's performance. At the same 

time, he feels creepy. Even he is extremely optimistic and believes that fengyusi, who is invincible in his 

generation, is not ye Chen's opponent. 

 

How terrible is Ye Chen's natural blood? If ye Chen grows up like this, Zhenyuan hall will be reduced to 

mole ants under Ye Chen's feet, crushed easily by Ye Chen. 

 

"I will never allow this to happen!" 

 

Yang Tianyang's eyes flashed a touch of yin and evil, his hands behind him suddenly pinched Jue. 

 

"Hum..." 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi's mind suddenly sounded a strange sound, which actually came from the 

array covering the challenge arena. This is the array arranged by Yang Tianyang! 

 



Yu Feng's eyes and even the supernatural power of her mind were restored. 

 

This is Yang Tianyang's backhand. He has already moved his hands and feet in the array, just in case, and 

now he just uses it. 

 

At this moment, the mighty power poured into fengyusi's body, but her face became more and more 

deep, and she even realized that her strength exceeded her own peak. 

 

"Kill Ye Chen now 

 

Yang Tianyang's voice suddenly sounded in Feng Yusi's mind. 

 

But Feng Yusi hesitated at the moment, her eyes flashed a struggle, she wanted to kill Ye Chen, do not 

want to have more powerful than their own, bloodline talent more terrible existence. 

 

But fengyusi has her own belief. She doesn't want to win the battle in such a way. She doesn't want to 

kill Ye Chen with such shameless behavior. 

 

Just waiting for fengyusi to refuse, Yang Tianyang's voice will ring out in fengyusi's mind again. 

 

Fengyusi is yangtianyang, who has been growing up with his own eyes, so he knows fengyusi very well. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang's eyes twinkled and he suddenly opened his mouth and said: "if you 

don't kill him, he will destroy the whole Zhenyuan hall in the future. You also know the relationship 

between liudaozong and Zhenyuan hall. You should know how to do it for the sake of the clan." 

 

As soon as this word came out, Feng Yusi's eyes gradually firmed up, and senhan's killing intention 

reappeared. She could give everything for zongmen! 

 

At this moment, when fengyusi's strength is climbing and even going beyond the sky mending realm, ye 

Chen is also aware of something strange. 

 



On the challenge arena, there was a strange force suppressing him, which made it difficult for ye Chen 

to mobilize his aura, even his hands and feet. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, but he suddenly looked at Yang Tianyang above the sky. He concluded that it 

was Yang's hands and feet. 

 

It's just that although he knows this matter in his heart, ye Chen is also very clear. He can't provide 

evidence. Moreover, this is Zhenyuan hall. Ye Chen is weak and powerless. He can't do anything about it. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen can't help but look at the statue of the guardian God not far from the challenge 

arena. This golden dragon is the sword meaning left by elder Ren. As long as you open your mouth, the 

patron saint will not hesitate to help yourself. 

 

"Ye Chen, don't blame me!" 

 

At the moment, Feng Yusi stares at Ye Chen, and says in her heart that her momentum erupts again, 

even more terrifying than before. The magnificent momentum sweeps across the sky, and the mighty 

power frightens the sky. 

 

At this moment, all the onlookers were stunned. They didn't expect that the Phoenix rain thought, which 

was already at the end of its strength, could break out again, and it was even more terrible than before. 

 

However, all people's eyes are focused on Ye Chen. Feng Yusi can do this. If ye Chen can break out again, 

the battle will be wonderful to the extreme.Some people look forward to it, while others sneer at it. 

They think ye Chen is not as good as Feng Yusi. He has tried his best to make Feng Yusi to this extent. 

 

At this time, fengyusi moved, she exhausted her whole body strength, burst out a strong blow, endless 

great power at the moment, fengyusi emerged on the body of the incomparable Majestic Glory. 

 

"The legendary Huang Yin sword!" 

 



Fengyusi roared, the sword in his hand suddenly stabbed out, the endless flame of Phoenix rushed out, 

and even condensed a phoenix's head. The Phoenix's eyes revealed a sense of indifference and killing, 

and suddenly opened his mouth. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

A frozen sky, cohesion of the eternal, to let the heaven and earth overturn, the terrible sword light of 

the collapse of the world burst out from the mouth of the Phoenix, all the void along the way has been 

destroyed, all the vitality will be eliminated at this moment, no one can survive under this sword! 

 

Fengyusi's all-out sword, combined with Tianfeng holy body's mighty Phoenix flame and yangtianyang's 

magnificent power, broke out the terrifying power of earth shaking and extinction of the starry sky, 

which was absolutely unstoppable and destroyed everything! 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's eyes flashed with fright. He knew that he could not resist the sword. Just as 

he was ready to use the power of the guardian God to crush fengyusi and expose the conspiracy of 

yangtianyang, the reincarnation cemetery suddenly vibrated, and the voice of cold inquiry sounded. 

 

"Ye Chen, you only need to fight first, and give me all the defense!" 

 

At the moment, the voice of Han Wenxin is full of anger. Han Wenxin has been in the reincarnation 

cemetery all the time, and he can see clearly everything outside. 

 

Zhenyuan hall is ungrateful, Yang Tianyang is insidious and shameless, which makes Han Wenxin very 

angry. Even if he doesn't want to be infected with cause and effect, he can't let Ye Chen be bullied 

everywhere. 

Chapter 3718 

 

 

 

At this moment, all people are staring at Ye Chen. Ye Chen is motionless at the moment, as if frightened 

by the sword of fengyusi. 

 



People who have been expecting Ye Chen to create miracles are all disappointed. They can't help 

sighing. Ye Chen still can't be compared with Feng Yusi, a woman of heaven's pride, and will be killed in 

the end. 

 

Junmo and Gaolin two elders, now also pale, Gaolin two elders even can't bear to close their eyes, they 

don't want to see ye Chen die with their own eyes. 

 

Ye Chen's performance in this battle also made the two elders of Gaolin realize how rebellious Ye Chen 

is, even surpassing Feng Yusi. As long as ye Chen rises, this is the supreme blessing of the six Taoism 

schools. 

 

It's just a pity that it's too late now. If they had known this, they would try their best to protect Ye Chen. 

They even tied up Ye Chen and banned him from coming to the yuan palace. 

 

At this moment, all people are sure that ye Chen will die, but ye Chen does not care about everything. 

 

"You only care about one war!" 

 

Ye Chen recalled this sentence in his mind. His mind was suddenly shocked at this moment, and the 

essence in his eyes flashed. At the same time, a powerful force poured into Ye Chen's body. 

 

This is from the power of cold inquiry, ye Chen suddenly burst out of the momentum of destroying the 

sky and the earth. When everyone decided that he would be defeated, ye Chen again burst out of the 

extremely strong power, just like the previous outbreak of fengyusi. 

 

"This 

 

Seeing this scene, Yang Tianyang, who had thought the victory was in hand, was staring at Ye Chen. He 

vaguely felt a force that did not belong to Ye Chen and poured into Ye Chen's body. Could ye Chen be 

helped! 

 

"Who can provide strength to Ye Chen under my eyes?" 

 



Yang Tianyang is shocked. If he can do this, his strength must be strong. However, when he looks at the 

whole southern holy city, he does not find the existence of such a person. 

 

But at this moment, Feng Yusi, who was carrying a long sword, flashed a shock in her eyes. She originally 

believed that ye Chen was bound to die. She could not survive under her own sword, but she did not 

expect Ye Chen to burst out again. 

 

"But it's over. It's too late for you to burst into power." 

 

Feng Yusi looks at Ye Chen, and a sigh of regret flashed in her eyes. She wants to fight ye Chen head-on. 

But at this moment, although Ye Chen bursts out strength, her attack has already come. Under such a 

close distance, ye Chen is hard to make a strong resistance. 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi's sword pierces the void, destroys everything and sweeps the endless killing 

intention. In the blink of an eye, it will fall on Ye Chen. 

 

Looking at the cold sword, ye Chen is not in a hurry. He holds the sword of falling dust and falling 

dragon. The great power sweeps out, and two rounds of blood moon slowly emerge above the sky. 

 

"That's the trick!" 

 

Seeing the slowly emerging blood moon, a touch of excitement flashed in Jun Mo's eyes. It was this 

move, the power to destroy the heaven and the earth. If ye Chen could successfully use this move, who 

would win or lose would not be certain. 

 

Looking at the two rounds of blood moon slowly emerging above the sky, the mighty blood moon divine 

power swept out, as if to suppress everything, everyone felt shocked and inexplicable, even dare not 

look at these two blood moon. 

 

At the moment, Yufeng is very excited to be killed by Yufeng, but he is too excited to see the sword fall! 

 

"Ye Chen, what are you doing?" 

 



Jun Mo not from the face dignified, dead staring at Ye Chen's back, his heart has too many questions. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang looks at Ye Chen, but the corner of his mouth is a radian. His worry 

disappears. Ye Chen has no time to block the sword of fengyusi. 

 

"Hehe, even if you have someone behind you to help you, what can you do?" 

 

Yang Yang raised his head to the sky and drew a radian around his mouth. 

 

At this moment, almost all of us are aware of this. At the same time, some people wonder why Ye Chen 

didn't resist. On the contrary, under such circumstances, he wanted to concentrate this attack. He 

clearly knew that he would be killed by fengyusi if he didn't have time to perform this attack. 

 

Among them, there is Lu Tianli. He looks at Ye Chen with twinkling eyes. He always feels that ye Chen is 

not a person who is not aware of this. Then ye Chen must have his reasons for doing so. 

 

"It's all over." 

 

At this moment, senhan sword has exploded to kill, appeared in front of Ye Chen, Feng Yusi looked at 

this scene, can not help but sigh in her heart, she expected Ye Chen's violent war, but this is no longer 

possible. 

 

At this critical juncture, when all people decided that ye Chen would die, the moment when senhan 

sword was about to penetrate Ye Chen's head, a huge shield appeared suddenly. 

 

This huge shield seems to be the most hard existence between heaven and earth. The mighty dragon 

patterns of tens of thousands of gods flow on the giant shield, as if it is the protection of all the heaven 

and the world, and is the faith cohesion of endless creatures. The huge shield bursts out the magnificent 

and holy light of righteousness, which firmly blocks Ye Chen behind. 

 

"Hum!" 

 



Feng Yusi's incomparable sword was cut on the giant shield, but it didn't cause any damage to the shield. 

After that, the power of the giant shield was mighty, and the flowing dragon patterns were 

rippling.Seeing this scene, all the people present widened their eyes, including Yang Tianyang, and felt 

unbelievable. 

 

This huge shield of Holy Spirit is so terrible that even Feng Yusi's powerful sword can't be broken, and 

even a little damage can't be caused. 

 

At this moment, yangtianyang stares at the huge shield, vaguely aware that this shield can be immune to 

all the damage of the sky mending environment. If it does not surpass mending the sky, it will not hurt 

the shield at all! 

 

"Damn it, how can this boy have so many cards!" 

 

"Is it the ancestor of the six schools who left it?" 

 

Yangtian Yang complexion becomes some ferocious, stares at Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is staring at the Holy Shield. He knows that this is the magic weapon of cold 

inquiry. The wanwen Holy Shield has extremely strong protection power, and has no attack ability. This 

Holy Shield only practices escape skills and shield skills, and can only block other people's attacks. 

 

This is in line with the cold and inquisitive nature of non causality, which also makes this Holy Shield 

have an indestructible defense. 

 

And at this moment, the voice of cold inquiry slightly weak. 

 

"Boy, it's up to you." 

 

Obviously, blocking the sword of fengyusi gives Ye Chen strength, which makes cold inquiry consume a 

lot. At the moment, Han Wenxin disappears again. 

 



And ye Chen's eyes cold light emerged, mouth hook up a radian, "don't worry, cold master, I won't let 

you down!" 

 

"The blood moon slays the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and the two rounds of blood moon on the sky burst out with endless divine power. The 

magnificent blood light reflected down and enveloped Ye Chen. The foil Ye Chen was like the God of 

blood moon. It was invincible! 

 

At this moment, Wan Wen Sheng shield disappears. Ye Chen holds the falling dust and subdues the 

dragon sword. The endless blood light gathers on the sword edge, destroying the sky and the earth, and 

grinding out the terrible edge of the world, and goes towards fengyusi. 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

Seeing ye Chen's sword, Feng Yusi's face changed greatly. The power of the sword surpassed her 

powerful attack just now. Ye Chen is just a warrior in the heaven God realm. How can such a terrible 

power break out. 

 

At this moment, the majestic blood moon sword light against the sky, cut through the sun and moon, as 

if there is a boundless hell, instantly fell in front of Feng Yusi. 

 

"No, I'm going to fall!" 

 

Seeing the powerful blood moon sword light, Feng Yusi was horrified and suddenly bit the tip of her 

tongue to wake up from her fear. 

 

"God Huang Tianyu, sacrifice!" 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi cried bitterly. Behind her, a red phoenix plume, emitting endless majesty, was 

sacrificed. 

 



The endless Phoenix flame swept out, covering the Phoenix rain thoughts, the Phoenix flame turned into 

a flame barrier, magnificent and majestic. 

 

At this moment, the light of the blood moon sword suddenly comes and collides with the flame barrier. 

The void collapses and the world sinks. There are terrible ripples between the flame barrier and the light 

of the blood moon sword. 

 

This ripple contains incomparable impact force, which explodes instantly and sweeps all directions. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The flame barrier was suddenly broken, and the pale light of blood moon sword fell on Feng Yusi in an 

instant. At the next moment, Feng Yusi spat blood from his mouth and flew backward, and his clothes 

were all broken in an instant. 

 

"Cough..." 

 

Fengyusi smashed the arena into pieces, forming a huge hole. She lay in the hole, soaked in blood, and 

looked at Ye Chen step by step. 

 

"You are defeated." 

 

Ye Chen looks pale, but it contains invincible power. Standing on the top of the cave, he looks at Feng 

Yusi coldly and says calmly. 

Chapter 3719 

 

 

 

"You are defeated." 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Feng Yusi suddenly clenched his fist, and his eyes were filled with resentment 

and anger. 



 

Feng Yusi, as the beautiful girl of heaven, was the first genius of Zhenyuan hall. She even had numerous 

admirers in the moon soul domain, which made her full of pride. She thought that she would step on the 

peak of soul realm one day. 

 

But everything is changed because of Ye Chen's appearance. With the help of Yang Tianyang, she is still 

defeated by Ye Chen, and she is totally defeated. 

 

Although the heart is extremely unwilling and angry, but at the moment fengyusi looks at Ye Chen, 

thinking of the previous gambling, his eyes flashed a faint. 

 

"I'm defeated. I want to be your woman." 

 

When she said this, fengyusi felt her whole body strength dissipated. At the same time, she also raised a 

thought that made her feel incredible. 

 

Ye Chen is so rebellious that it seems that there is nothing wrong with being a woman of Ye Chen. 

 

At this moment, hearing that fengyusi is willing to become Ye Chen's woman, the whole southern holy 

city is shocked. Fengyusi is a fairy in the hearts of countless people in the southern holy city, and the 

supreme existence. No one can control such a fairy, let alone become a woman of whom. 

 

But now, fengyusi, in front of everyone, expresses her willingness to be a woman of Ye Chen, which 

makes countless people feel that the world has collapsed. 

 

And when these people are difficult to accept this fact, ye Chen looks at Feng Yusi's eyes but becomes 

strange. 

 

"Who told you I want you to be my woman?" 

 

"You are not qualified to be my woman. You can only be a slave. If you lose, you will be my Ye Chen's 

maid." 



 

As soon as this was said, everyone was shocked. As a charming girl of heaven, ye Chen even said that 

Feng Yusi was not qualified to be his woman and that he wanted to make Feng Yusi a slave. This made 

countless people feel that ye Chen has stained the fairies in their hearts. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are too arrogant, dare to insult Phoenix fairy like this, I want you to die!" 

 

"Ye Chen, you are too much. Feng Xianzi is willing to be your woman. You even humiliate her so much!" 

 

"Audacious maniac, go to my town Yuan Temple to be wild. I will not kill you today, which will disgrace 

the reputation of our town Yuan Temple!" 

 

At this moment, accompanied by many roars, Hua can't burst out suddenly, but at this moment, Hua 

can't burst out all its strength. Behind him, a long gun like a dark gun from the nine secluded abyss 

bursts out and kills Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

Hua Baomin is severely damaged by Ye Chen's sword, and Feng Yusi is defeated by Ye Chen. Ye Chen 

claims that he is the first genius of Zhenyuan palace. Fengyusi is only worthy to be his maid. This is like 

trampling on the face of Zhenyuan hall on the ground. The flower who harbors a grudge against Ye Chen 

can no longer restrain himself. 

 

At this moment, seeing ye Chen's performance from the beginning to the end, Lu Tianlao beside 

yangtianyang has long been flashing his eyes, believing in Junmo's words. 

 

Ye Chen, regardless of his strength and talent, has reached the level of adversity, and his achievements 

are almost limitless. If LV Tianli wants to make friends with Ye Chen, ye Chen's rise in the future will 

certainly benefit him. 

 

Seeing that the flower can't make a sudden move, LV Tiansha can't sit still. At the moment, ye Chen and 

Feng Yusi have won the battle, but the consumption is also huge, and he has no ability to fight again. 

 

Lu Tianli can't allow flowers to kill Ye Chen. He also hopes that ye Chen's rise will bring him benefits. 

Otherwise, it would be useless to help Ye Chen speak today! 



 

Therefore, seeing the moment when the flower couldn't move, Lu tianshai flew out directly and wanted 

to stop it. 

 

But at this moment, a cold to the extreme, murderous voice suddenly sounded in LV Tianlao's mind. 

 

"Elder elder, if you dare to stop elder Hua, I will doubt your intention!" 

 

Hearing Yang Tianyang's murderous voice, LV tianshai's figure, which was just ready to move, 

immediately slowed down. He turned his head and looked at Yang Tianyang with a dignified face. He 

saw that the other side was looking at himself with deep meaning. 

 

"It was seen..." 

 

LV tianshai was shocked. At the moment, he also realized that what he had done was obvious. All the 

discerning people could see that he was trying to help Ye Chen. 

 

In yangtianyang's eyes, LV Tianli is a traitor. As the elder of Zhenyuan hall, he is really a villain who helps 

outsiders. 

 

If not now is not the time to investigate this, I am afraid Yang Tianyang will have to blame Lu Tianlao. 

 

Aware of this, Lu Tianli can't help but put out the idea of blocking Hua can't. He wants to help Ye Chen, 

but he can't lose the position of the great elder, or even his life. 

 

"Well, your boy's fate is doomed after all. I blame you for being too crazy." 

 

LV Tiansha looks at Ye Chen and shakes his head slightly. In his opinion, ye Chen's words and deeds 

reveal boundless arrogance. It's just enough to defeat fengyusi, but also humiliate the other party. This 

is totally to find trouble for himself. 

 

"Even if the talent is against the sky, it is difficult for such arrogance to really rise..." 



 

Lu tianshai was disappointed in his heart. Seeing that the flower could not explode to the powerless Ye 

Chen, he felt that all his hard work was in vain. 

 

At this time, Junmo and Gaolin elders are also ugly, flowers can't move, they can't stop, is already the 

end of the crossbow Ye Chen also difficult to resist, everything is over.But all of us didn't realize that ye 

Chen looked at the flowers coming from the explosion and couldn't, but the corner of his mouth was a 

cold arc. 

 

"Can't help it at last? Today's Zhenyuan hall is really damaging the prestige of Nansheng 

 

Ye Chen sneers and looks at the statue of patron saint in front of Zhenyuan hall. The golden dragon with 

blood red God pattern is on the body. 

 

"I can only trouble you." 

 

Ye Chen heart dark way, at this moment, the guardian god statue suddenly blooming endless cold. 

 

The patron saint is the result of Ren extraordinary's sword meaning. Although it has become a golden 

dragon, its essence is still extremely sharp, cutting through the dense sword of the world. 

 

At the moment, a terrible earthquake broke out in the whole southern holy city, and countless high-rise 

buildings collapsed one after another, and even Nansheng restaurant collapsed. 

 

The endless cold is raging out, cutting the heaven and earth. At this moment, the sky turns into blood 

red color. The vast breath of blood moon diffuses, and everyone's eyes are attracted by the guardian 

God. 

 

Because, at this moment, the guardian God moved and turned into a golden dragon. On his body, the 

blood red lines twinkled and flowed, and the endless cold and sharp breath came out violently. 

 

When the flower can't get close to Ye Chen, the guardian God turns into a golden and blood red God 

awn, which can't penetrate the flower instantly. 



 

"Bang!" 

 

At this moment, the Third Master of Zhenyuan hall, second only to the great elder Lu Tianling and the 

patriarch Yang Tianyang, had no resistance at all, and even had no time to scream. 

 

Only in the eyes of the flower, filled with endless fear and unwillingness, the next moment exploded, 

turned into a blood mist, floating down! 

Chapter 3720 

 

 

 

"How could that be possible?" 

 

"Why does the patron saint help Ye Chen and help an outsider?" 

 

"Dad 

 

At this moment, huabaomin and numerous disciples of Zhenyuan hall are showing an unbelievable look. 

They are grieved. The guardian God of their own clan actually helps an outsider like Ye Chen. 

 

At the same time, all the elders of Zhenyuan hall, including yangtianyang, all look dull. They can't believe 

what happened. The guardian God of Zhenyuan hall killed the elders of Zhenyuan hall for the sake of Ye 

Chen of liudaozong. 

 

At this moment, everyone felt that the world was too strange. It seemed that everything was false and 

was their own illusion, including a crowd of onlookers in the southern holy city, even the two elders 

Junmo and Gaolin. 

 

What happened was so sudden and weird that no one wanted to believe what was happening. 

 



Feng Yusi now fell in the pit, looking at Ye Chen with horror and horror. At this moment, she has figured 

out a lot of things. No wonder Ye Chen is so arrogant and domineering from the beginning to the end. 

 

In front of the huge Zhenyuan hall, ye Chen is simply helpless, but he has no intention of bowing his 

head. 

 

At this moment, Feng Yusi realized that, I'm afraid all this is because ye Chen knew from the beginning 

that the patron saint would help him, so he was full of confidence, so he could be so arrogant. 

 

"We were wrong from the beginning. Ye Chen is not arrogant, but he is sure to win. Zhenyuan hall is not 

ye Chen's opponent in any case..." 

 

There was a thrill in Feng Yusi's eyes. She thought of the vision when ye Chen touched the patron saint. 

At that time, all the people in Zhenyuan hall thought that ye Chen had offended the patron saint, but 

now it seems that they are all wrong. 

 

At this time, the guardian God can't kill the flower with one blow, making him become a blood mist all 

over the sky. The next moment, the huge golden dragon pupil looks at Yang Tianyang. 

 

The patriarch of Zhenyuan hall, a high-ranking figure, was gazed at by the guardian God but felt creepy, 

and his back was instantly soaked in cold sweat. 

 

Yang Tianyang even felt that if he dared to attack Ye Chen, the patron saint would directly kill him and 

turn him into blood mist. 

 

Yangtianyang's power surpasses the realm of mending the sky, which is much stronger than Hua. 

However, in front of the guardian God, he feels that he does not have the strength of a war at all, and 

the result of the battle is easily erased. 

 

At this moment, yangtianyang is completely flustered. He is scared by the guardian God and ye Chen. He 

has endless doubts about ye Chen's identity. Even the guardian God can kill his own people in Zhenyuan 

hall for ye Chen. What identity is Ye Chen! 

 



"The chief disciple of liudaozong..." 

 

Yang Tianyang at the moment showed a bitter smile, "no wonder, no wonder the God state can become 

the chief disciple, all this has a reason." 

 

The whole southern holy city was shocked by the scene, including Junmo and Gaolin elders. They were 

watching the sky above the killing boiling with endless power. 

 

"Lord Yang, aren't you going to kill me?" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen looks at the face changes unceasingly, the eye is frightened of Yang Tianyang, 

the corners of the mouth hook up a wipe arc, playfully said. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Yang Tianyang suddenly took a breath of cold air, because when ye Chen said 

this, he realized the boundless killing intention of the guardian God, and he would sink into the 

boundless hell. 

 

At this moment, yangtianyang looked frightened and looked at Ye Chen and said, "how could I kill you? 

You are the chief disciple of the six Taoism sect and the benefactor of our Zhenyuan hall. I have already 

regarded you as a distinguished guest. All the previous things are just jokes." 

 

Yangtianyang's words made all the elders and disciples in Zhenyuan hall dumbfounded. Yang Tianyang 

was shameless to the extreme. He even said that the black one was white, and he didn't hesitate and 

blush at all, as if it were the fact. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

Hearing yangtianyang's words, ye Chen is laughing and looking at yangtianyang with a little fun. 

 



Lu tianshai is also looking at Yang Tianyang with a strange look. He knew Yang Tianyang's character from 

the beginning, but he didn't expect that the other side had no lower limit. 

 

"It's shameless. It's invincible." 

 

Lu Tianlao can't help but sigh in his heart. When he sees Ye Chen, he can't help congratulating himself 

that he has listened to Junmo's words today and wants to make friends with Ye Chen. Otherwise, it's 

likely that the death now is not Hua can't, but he Lvtian has killed. 

 

Ye Chen is protected by the guardian God. No one in Zhenyuan Temple dares to disrespect Ye Chen, 

because no one is the opponent of the guardian God. Even Yang Tianyang is bowed down. Who dares to 

provoke Ye Chen. 

 

"Making friends with Ye Chen is indeed the most wise decision." 

 

At the moment, LV Tiansha's eyes flashed. Ye Chen now fully grasped the real discourse power of 

Zhenyuan hall. Under the protection of the guardian God, the patriarch yangtianyang could not disobey 

Ye Chen's meaning. When he made friends with Ye Chen, no one in Zhenyuan hall dared to provoke him. 

Even if Yang Tianyang wanted to fight him, he should take ye Chen's meaning into consideration. 

 

At the moment, Yang Tianyang is looking at the eyes of all the people if they can't see it. Instead, he 

looks at Ye Chen with a flattering smile. 

 

"Ye Chen, fengyusi will be your maid after you are on call."As soon as she said this, the whole audience 

was in uproar again. Feng Yusi also looked at Yang Tianyang with wide eyes. Her most revered person 

was Yang Tianyang. How could she have thought that Yang Tianyang should say such a thing. 

 

In an instant, the image of yangtianyang collapses in fengyusi's heart. At the moment, her eyes towards 

yangtianyang are full of disdain. 

 

Yangtianyang doesn't care about all this. At the moment, he looks at Ye Chen again and says with a 

smile: "now please move to Zhenyuan hall. Zhenyuan hall should welcome the benefactor of Zhenyuan 

hall with the highest qualification." 

 



At the moment, all people are shocked by the great change of yangtianyang. The leader of Yuandian hall 

in Tangtang town is so virtuous that many people sneer at it. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Yang Tianyang with a funny smile. He takes a look not far away from the sky and firmly 

locks on Yang Tianyang. At the same time, ye Chen gives him a reassuring look. 

 

Later, the guardian God fell down and turned into a statue in front of the gate of Zhenyuan hall. Seeing 

this scene, Yang Tianyang's fear became more and more serious. The guardian God simply obeyed Ye 

Chen's words. In this way, he did not dare to have any thoughts about ye Chen. 

 

And at this time, ye Chen's eyes look up to Yang Tianyang, calmly said: "go." 

 

"Good." 

 

Yang Tianyang nodded at the scene, and then arranged for the people's Congress of Zhenyuan hall to 

hold a banquet. Ye Chen and the two elders of Gaolin who came to liudaozong should be treated with 

the highest standard of treatment. Of course, Junmo also followed Ye Chen. 

 

When ye Chen and others went to Zhenyuan hall, Yang Tianyang also broke out. The murderous spirit 

rose into the sky and swept the whole southern holy city. 

 


